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Agenda

•

CSSB192 provisions
– Progressivity change
– Discretionary production “incentive”
– Increased gross minimum tax
– Oil information system
– Decoupling

•

Framework for modifications

Alaska
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Progressivity Change
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•

0.05% decrease in progressivity provides only minimal impact, and only over narrow price
range

•

60% tax cap has no impact below ~$230/bbl

•

PFC Energy: “The impact of the reduction in the progressivity ... is limited to around a single
percentage point of government take at $100 ANS crude”

0.05% progressivity reduction does not improve the investment climate
Based on Fall 2011 RSB for FY2013
Assume 35% federal tax rate, 9.4% SIT rate

Alaska Share includes royalty, severance tax, income tax, and property tax
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Discretionary Production “Incentive”

Alaska

•

Does not incentivize the significant investments required just to offset
decline

•

Production aggregated by producer - no benefit derived by new
satellite if production offset by decline at other fields

•

For the short lived benefit period, the PTV reduction impact is
immaterial

•

Discretionary – can’t plan for it

•

PFC Energy: “the impact of the $10 [PTV] allowance for “new oil” is
almost undetectable”

Discretionary production “incentive” does not improve the investment climate
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Other Provisions
•

Increased gross minimum tax
– A minimum tax is already in place under ACES
– Increased minimum tax triggers at higher price than under ACES
– Impact is increased taxes at low to moderate oil prices

•

Oil information system
– Provides for a sweeping list of data to be warehoused

Alaska

• Burdensome and potentially duplicative
• Includes data considered to be trade secrets
• Confidentiality concerns

– Creates unrealistic expectations about public access to specific data
•

Decoupling
– Administratively burdensome
– Cost allocation mechanism unknown – left to discretion of DOR
– Implementation should be tied to major gas sales

These provisions do not improve the current investment climate
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ConocoPhillips Capital Allocation
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Investment flows where investor has upside
Source: ConocoPhillips 10K
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Will Alaska Benefit From Reduced Oil Taxes?

Alaska

Last spring, ConocoPhillips made
the following commitments to
Alaska if the business
environment is improved:
– We will pursue increased drilling
activity on the North Slope
– We will aggressively pursue more
satellite developments at Alpine
and Kuparuk
– We will work with partners to
develop major projects at Prudhoe
Bay
– We will proactively pursue other
projects that can move the needle
on oil production
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Framework for Modifications

Alaska

•

CSSB192 as currently proposed does not improve the investment
climate

•

Focus the legislation on elements that will make the Alaska North
Slope an attractive place for investment
– Significantly reduce rate of progressivity or incorporate bracketing
– If decoupling is included, make implementation contingent upon
major gas sales
– Meaningful change must include the legacy fields – this is where
the largest potential production gains reside

•

Changes on same order of magnitude as HB110 will lead to more
investment and production
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